Mechanical systems excited by vibratory point-sources, tend to suffer from interference among axes, due to characteristics of the reproduction system or difficulties associated with the application of the excitation forces on the system's masscenter. Thus, when it is necessary to excite the system independently in different directions, control techniques are needed for the correct reproduction of the desired signals. This work presents the developments for the reproduction of vibrations in two directions, on platforms employed as the base of seats of an aircraft cabin simulator. Each platform is independently excited by two orthogonal shakers, located in the geometrical center of the latter. Based on an evaluation of the degree of coupling between both orthogonal axes, signal processing solutions for the decoupling problem are proposed. Using SVD to diagonalize the transfer-function-matrix, an independent base for the system was identified. Some preliminary evaluations using inverse static filters show that the proposed method can provide the desired results.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the airplane is one of the most important means of transportation. Beyond its known speed, these airborne vehicles are safe and extremely efficient, due to their collective nature. All the aforementioned, along with the ever sinking prices, lead to an increase in the number of passengers and miles flown [1] . With that in mind, the aeronautic industry has recently started to give more attention to the comfort of passengers, trying to meet the continuous demand for more silent and smoother flights.
The vibratory environment in an aircraft cabin is mainly composed of two elements: oscillatory motion generated from rotating parts and the motion caused by the passage through non-uniform airflow. The first component appears in the form of narrow band excitations, while the second, dominant in fixed-wing aircrafts, generates a sort of uniform random vibration with one or two peaks from 0.5 to 5 Hz. As long as there is no heavy turbulence, the experienced accelerations are not notably stronger than those found when travelling by car ( Figure 1 ) [2] . Inside the cabin, most of the excitation is concentrated between the -(side horizontal) and -axes (vertical). Since in the direction of flight ( ) the level is from 5 to 10 dB lower and due to the reduced sensitivity of the human body to horizontal vibrations, it has been neglected throughout this text [3, 4] .
The article is organized as follows. After this introduction, the vibration reproduction system of the cabin simulator is presented, followed by a simple modeling of its process. The theory of singular value decomposition is then presented and its use in the solution of the problem is studied. A system simulation involving field acquired data and a sensitivity analysis conclude this paper.
VIBRATION REPRODUCTION
In order to study the comfort of passengers, an aircraft cabin simulator is being developed at the University of São Paulo, in a joint effort between several universities and the aeronautical industry. Based on a general commercial aircraft, it comprises air conditioning, pressurization and vibroacoustic reproduction systems, in order to provide users with a full airplane experience (Figure 2 ).
The subsystem in charge of the reproduction of vibration signals is composed of two collocated perpendicular shakers mounted underneath the uncoupled floor pieces that support every pair of seats ( Figure 3 ). Each actuator is responsible for exciting one of the axes defined earlier without interfering considerably with the other. Though it might seem straightforward, unbalanced mass distributions and application of forces away from the exact mass-center generates serious coupling, making it almost impossible to reproduce perfectly the desired vibration field.
Furthermore, the shakers response has to be taken into account, as well as the shakers coupling to the floor and the path of transmission to the rail next to the seat, where the reference measurements are taken. 
SYSTEM MODELING
The block diagram of the Dual-Input Dual-Output (DIDO) system for the two-axis vibration exciter is shown in Figure 4 , where and denote the input and and the output signals for the y-and z-axes, respectively. From this notation, it arises naturally that the transfer functions (TF) and describe the actuators (direct path) and that and are the coupling elements (cross path).
This model assumes that the system is perfectly linear, which is a fairly reasonable hypothesis for the excitation levels the structure will be submitted to. Furthermore, small nonlinearities can be seen as output noise without invalidating the analysis, though efforts shall be made to treat them separately. The above diagram can be described in the matrix form (Eq. 1), which gives rise to the idea of diagonalization as a mean to decouple the system [5] .
DIAGONAL DOMINANCE
In order to evaluate the coupling element's influence, it is usual to analyze the diagonal behavior of the multivariate system. The importance of off-diagonal elements in the matrix , i.e. the cross-axes interaction, can be defined as [6] = � − � � � −1
where � is the matrix composed only by the diagonal elements of .
It can be shown that, if is small, than the elements outside the diagonal have little influence on the system and it is almost uncoupled. The transfer function matrix is then said to be diagonal dominant. Furthermore, diagonal dominance can be shown to relate with the Gershgorin radius , defined as [5] :
where � ( )� denotes the magnitude of the TF from to at frequency .
The smaller the Gershgorin radii, the more diagonal dominant the matrix will be and the less coupled the system, meaning ultimately the interactions between axes will be small. As a rule of thumb, a plant can be said diagonal dominant at all frequencies where ≤ 0.5 [5] .
Though this criterion is usually applied as a stability condition for closed-loop control systems, it has a deeper meaning when applied to matrices in general. The Gershgorin theorem states that any complex matrix has its eigenvalues in the union of the circles centered on the diagonal elements and with radius equal to the sum of the absolute value of the other row elements (∑ � � ≠ ). It becomes then clear that the fraction previously defined becomes small as the matrix approaches a diagonal one.
SVD
Singular values decomposition is a matrix factorization method which emerges from the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of symmetric matrices: = , where is the unitary eigenvector matrix, is the eigenvalues diagonal matrix and (•) denotes the conjugate transpose. Though Hermitian or symmetric real matrices always have such decomposition, this is not necessarily true in general. On the other hand, if it is allowed for matrices on both sides to be any unitary matrix (not necessarily the same), the factorization becomes possible again.
At this point, SVD can be defined as
where is any m by n matrix; (m by m) and (n by n) are two unitary matrices, so that the columns of are eigenvectors of and those of are eigenvectors of ; and finally (m by n) has on its diagonal the so called singular values of ( ), which are the square root of the nonzero eigenvalues of both and [7] .
Even though it has higher computational cost than EVD, singular value decomposition has the great advantage of existing for any matrix. This allows it to be applied to any problem without worrying whether it is defective or not, i.e. if it is diagonalizable by EVD. Moreover, it provides a numerically robust way to invert matrices even when they are almost singular, computing an approximation called a pseudoinverse.
Given that both and are unitary, the inverse of (when it exists) can be written as
where { } is the diagonal matrix whose elements are .
The pseudoinverse, sometimes noted + , is calculated in much the same way, the only difference being that all small are replaced by 0 instead of inverted. Upon doing such, directions that were before highly corrupted by round off errors are left out, allowing for a much more robust solution to the inversion problem [8] . Equation 6 shows the result of applying the factorization above to the problem set in Eq. 1. It can be seen that the isometries and build a base where the system is uncoupled, making it possible to design independent Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) equalizers. The value of represent, then, the gain applied by the system at each frequency band.
DECOUPLING EQUALIZERS
Using the concepts discussed above, two SISO systems can be added to compensate the system's behavior. This way,
where denotes the diagonal matrix of independent quasiideal SISO equalizers. Note should be taken that we exempt ourselves from perfectly inverting the system's transfer function matrix, using the concept of pseudoinverse instead. It has the advantage of avoiding spending a lot of energy in what could very well be a node of the structure. Since these modes are very hard to control to say the least, it is a worthless effort trying to compensate them. What is intended here as "very hard to control" depends both on the application and the designer's discretion. Figure 5 illustrates an implementation of the above equation.
Although this solution seems appealing, it has serious drawbacks that have to be taken under review. Firstly, as decoupling is achieved through the coordination of actuators, the failure of one of them may affect the behavior of the whole system. On a second matter, this method is very sensitive to modeling errors or noise, especially for ill-conditioned matrices [5] . Last but not least, singular value decomposition is unique for every matrix (except for columns swap) which makes it hard to use adaptively, since every change in the system demands a new factorization [7] .
Notwithstanding all of the above, the fact that the SVD algorithm is iteratively convergent can actually be useful in practice [8] . Since it is only necessary for the TF matrix to be diagonal dominant in order for any loop to be stable [5] , or for the system to be approximately inverted, few iterations might suffice for small matrices. If the input signals are sufficiently uncorrelated, techniques from [9] can be used to determine an approximate TF matrix and SVD could then be applied to dynamically decouple any given system. 
RESULTS
To assess the elements in the model, the linearity property of the system was used. The -related TFs were evaluated leaving the -axis unexcited and vice-versa. This allows having a clear view on each part's contribution to the direct and cross-path.
Measurement procedures
In order to get a more realistic representation of the environment under which the reproduction will occur, the testing signal were chosen as white noise, which has several advantages over sine testing. Though the latter require less power, it puts a lot of energy at a single frequency, which doesn't account for multiple resonance effects. Moreover, the sine sweep rate has to be made extremely slow, so as to assure the proper excitation of all important modes [10] . This could considerably increase the testing time, which was set to 5 minutes in order to guarantee good spectral resolution and averaging [9] .
The transmission paths frequency responses can be found, along with their coherence functions, in Spectral analysis As can be seen, the -axis related coherences are much lower than those of , probably due to the bad coupling provided by the support system (Figure 3) . Overall, the reproduction due to vertical excitation tends to be more accurate and flat, even in cross-axis. Moreover, all TFs can be seen to have a low cutoff frequency around 20 Hz, below which they fall considerably, probably owed to the reduced size of the floor and the control sensor being positioned close to a support point. The notches found in the coherence function at harmonics of 60 Hz can be attributed to power supply interference at the input. Following, each transfer function shall now be summarily analyzed as described in [9] . is one of the direct transmission paths. It has fairly low coherence, which makes the average normalized error of its estimation scale up to one of the highest among the evaluated TFs (around 0.28). The drop in both the frequency response and the coherence function around 170 and above 200 Hz suggests the presence of extraneous noise at the output (measurement point). A sharp fall around 13 Hz can be attributed to some nonlinear behavior of the system, probably a mechanical resonance of the structure.
The other direct excitation element, namely , describes a much better coupled actuator, i.e. it has high coherence and close to 0 dB magnitude. Even so, broad falls around 40 and 125 Hz again suggest noise disturbance at the control sensor. In opposition to above, two notches in low frequencies are of very different nature: the one around 19 Hz is due solely to spectral resolution error, while the one at 29 Hz is a nonlinearity of the plant. This can be assessed noting that the latter will remains invariant to changes in the spectral resolution.
The -direction is coupled with through the block. It has most the same characteristics of the direct -axis reproduction, with serious extraneous perturbations at the output between 100 and 150 Hz, around 170 Hz, and above 200 Hz. Furthermore, nonlinearities appear around 12 and 27 Hz. This particular cross-axis reproduction is specially intricate since it involves complicated processes, e.g. rotational modes. Its highly disturbed behavior beyond 100 Hz testifies to that.
At last, represents the cross-axis influence of direction on , which can be seen to couple even better to the latter than the reproduction axis did. This can be related directly to the construction of the actuator's support. Furthermore, both coherence function and frequency response magnitude drop broadly around 150 and 240 Hz, indicating issues with noise in the measurements. On the count of nonlinear response, notches around 15 and 30 Hz suggest, again, possible resonances around these bands.
The error presented in Figure 9 is the difference between a real vibration signal passed through the actual reproduction system and through the modeled one. The mean error is 3.56 dB for the -axis and 3.81 dB for the -axis. Though this figure is reasonable in the sphere of human sensation, the high standard deviations show a lack of stability throughout the spectrum, due mainly to great error in the low frequency region. As noted previously, measurement noise and nonlinearities in that range are responsible for the unfitness of the model. Different techniques or even sensor positions should be studied in order to achieve more robust system identification.
In order to justify the decoupling of the system, the aforementioned Gershgorin radius was evaluated for each frequency ( Diagonal dominance Figure 6 ). The green line represents the threshold � � � � defined earlier, above which the system cannot be considered diagonal dominant anymore.
The good coupling between and is responsible for the fairly diagonal behavior of the latter axis at most frequencies. In order to design the decoupling equalizers, a variation of the pseudoinverse technique was devised. Given that and are isometries, the gain of the filters will be determined exclusively by the singular values. Using this fact, instead of zeroing the inverse of small , a saturation function was applied. This transformation allows preserving the overall shape of the function, causing small divergence in possibly already causal frequency responses. Moreover, this process makes errors caused by mismatching between pseudo and actual inverse to come in the form of narrow peaks, which are more likely to average out and become imperceptible. For the purpose of this work, the maximum gain of the inverse filters was set to 20 dB applying a hyperbolic tangent function on all singular values under 0.033 (inverse gain above 15 dB).
Decoupling equalizer design and simulation
A frequency-domain simulation of the system using the previously assessed model returned the results showed in Figure 10 . It shows the mismatch as defined in Eq. 8, which represents the gain deviation from a perfectly inversed TF.
( ) denotes the transfer function matrix and ( ), the scalar mismatch at frequency .
As predicted, the pseudoinverse technique proposed previously behaved extremely well under the conditions of the simulation. Even so, it should be noted that the frequency regions where the errors occurred were mentioned before as unreliable due to noisy measurements. This susceptibility to noise and errors in the determination of the frequency response of the TF matrix is a well known issue of static decoupling [6] and the main reason why it is not recommended for applications in which the system's structure changes over time. As a mean to evaluate the sensitivity of the static decoupling equalizers to changes or errors in the TF matrix, a Monte Carlo type investigation is now presented. A zero-mean Gaussian complex disturbance was added to all four elements of the model over the whole spectrum.
Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis
To have a global idea of the mismatch behavior its ℓ 2 -norm was calculated as
This metric is inspired on the fact that most research on human response to vibration rely on the RMS of the excitation signal, though it has been argued that a 4 th power based value describes more accurately the human sensation [4] .
An example of the results of such study is presented in the histogram of Figure 11 , for an error magnitude variance of 0.01, which is roughly equivalent to a variation from 1 to 3 dB, depending on the element's original gain. It is important to note that for the undisturbed system = 4.26 dB and = 2.87 dB.
Already at this point, it is clear that errors in the estimation of the TFs or changes in the system's behavior reflect highly on the quality of the feedforward decoupling equalizer's performance. While the mean initial error was set around 3 dB, which is slightly above the human differential threshold defined in [4] , it has grown up to 16 dB, becoming clearly noticeable.
The aforementioned experiment was repeated for different error variances. The means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum values of the mean square mismatch are showed in Figure 12 and 13. The average change introduced by the perturbation on the magnitude of the TFs goes up to 2 dB. The mismatch grows rapidly with the errors, as the SVDbased pseudoinverse loses effectiveness. As mentioned before, modeling errors and changes in dynamic behavior are performance limiters of static feedforward filters, and the results provided in this section come to corroborate these statements. So far, only the inversion performance has been studied, leaving aside the decoupling robustness. To evaluate this characteristic, we calculated the frequency-averaged 
ζ-axis
Gershgorin radius. The maximum value is also shown in Figure 14 and 15.
The row is less sensitive than the one, since its contribution to both axes is far smaller, as seen through its low coherence function. At any disturbance rate, is smaller than 0.5 and, thus, does not influence the diagonal dominance of the system.
On the other hand, behaves much worst. Though its mean value stays under the upper limit, the maximum radius rapidly grows above it. This difference shows that at some frequencies the system is harder to uncouple than others. 
CONCLUSION
The reproduction of multiaxial vibration using point-sources is a particularly complicated problem, due to the mechanical interaction between the axes. The SVD-based pseudoinverse method proposed proved to be efficient in both decoupling and compensating the system's frequency response. These preliminary results showed that, though the robustness of the static filters are low, the decoupling performance is sustained even in the presence of disturbance, so that further investigation on adaptive compensation of singular values could lead to improvements on the overall performance of the equalizers. The difference between the axes reproduction quality, which in this case reduces to coupling to the structure, determines the sensibility of the system to errors in that direction, making it less robust to changes on the related transfer functions. 
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